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Inflation strikes
utilities budget
By Kathy Kruse
Staff Reporter

Newsphoto by Dave Ryan
won't attracl too many fakers in this city. In fact, the comic offer
ma\ spark more than one admonition to "Shovel it."

ITS AN OFFER yon can. and probably will, refuse. There may be
mi such thing as a free lunch, but a free bunrh-of snow—probably

Council rejects bond ordinance
By Dennis J. Sadowski
Managing Editor

the project. However, the city would
not have been held liable for their
payment.

By a 4-3 vote, City Council last night
DENNIS
GERSHENSON,
a
defeated an ordinance that would have
representative of KM Bowling Green
allowed the sale of Industrial
Development Co.. the firm seeking to
Pevelopment Revenue Bonds for the
construction of a K-Mart department . locate the department store in town,
said that the store, when constructed,
store on South Main Street.
would provide 103 full-time jobs and 25
At council's last meeting, the issue
to 41) part-time jobs.
was tabled after a 3-3 vote. Councilman
Charles A. Barrcll was absent at that
Once the store is constructed, it
meeting. He voted against the orwould provide additional competiton
dinance last night.
for local businesses, additional revenue
The bonds would have only contained
for the city of at least $1 million, and
the name of the city to show support for

residents with items they have been
shopping out of town for. Gershmson
said.
However, Councilman Roger C.
Anderson expressed concern over the
issuance of the bonds not. he said,
because he was against the chain
locating in the city, but because of the
precedent that would lie set for future
commercial ventures.
Councilman Patrick Ng said he, too,
was against the bond issuance because
the chain is one of Ohio's largest
businesses and does not need the advantage of the city's support. Ng added

that he also was in support of the chain
locating in town.
COUNCILMAN BRUCE H. Bellard.
who voted in favor of the ordinance,
said it is difficult to determine if the
Ohio legislature wanted to limit to
industry the sale of such bonds.
"Yes, it would be setting a
precedent," Bellard said. "And I think
the precedent is that we're going to help
where we can."
Somebody may suffer temporarily
as they do when any new store or new
restaurant opens. It's more of a benefit
to the city if we pass it." he added.

In dollar terms, the University's
electricity bill is expected to be
$1,781,760 during the 1978-79 fiscal year,
University administrators recently $245,760 more than the 1977-78 expected
were shocked when they learned that total.
revised estimates indicate an almost
Ferrari said he hopes the state will
$500,000 deficit in the 1978-79 utility approve special funds to help absorb
budget.
these cost demands.
But, a more devastating jolt might be
"Clearly there is a need for careful
dealt to University students if in- refinement of all the figures and a
structional fees are increased by a review of all budgets in the ensuing
possible $15 to pay for the additional months," he said in the January' memo.
utility charges.
"Hopefully, the variance can be
Vice President of Resource Planning reduced without proposing an inMichael R. Ferrari said the Board of structional fee increase, but that will be
Trustees' Finance Committee will meet a most difficult prospect."
tomorrow to discuss the implications of
unanticipated increases in utility and
BECAUSE THLS YEAR'S $1,603,324
other budgets.
utility costs have not been met by state
appropriations, Ferrari said the
••PRIMARILY, OF course, we have University has applied to the balance
to deal with mandated costs isuch as an $86,593 "carryover" from the 1976-77
utilities), but the educational operating utility budget and $44,391 from the
budget is the first line of impact," institution's contingency fund.
Ferrari said.
Annually, according to Ferrari, the
"The last two or three years we put University withholds
a minimal
relatively nothing into that area and in portion of the budget for emergency
order to maintain educational quality, expenditures in the contingency fund.
it means this year we have to make a This year, about one percent of the
major financial commitment to it."
University's $45 million budget was
That commitment might be difficult applied to the fund.
to make, because, as Ferrari stated in a
Next year, however, Ferrari said, no
January memorandum to board carryovers will exist and the utility bill
members, "The utilities bill alone, will be higher than the total in the
driven heavily by electricity rates, will contingency fund.
increase over $400,000 or 17.3 percent
In solving this financial dilemma,
even excluding the new recreational Ferrari said he and other adfacility." I The estimated $100,000 ministrators maintain that, "Our basic
utility cost for the Student Recreation planning premise is to hold down fees.
Center will be funded by general fee But, so that we don't jeopardize the
allocations. I
quality of education offered to students,
According to Ferrari, increased we may be forced to request an insubsidies for next year's budgets were crease."
projected on a five percent inflationary
Ferrari said that the revised utility
basis.
estimates are reliable and probably
HOWEVER, COST ESTIMATES will not be affected by last month's
show that University electricity rates snowy weather.
"It's not going to have an impact on
next year will rise 16 percent, natural
gas rates will rise 20 percent, coal us now unless we have another long,
tonnage prices will increase 23.6 per- cold spell," he said. "I'm hoping that
cent and water and sewage rates will the $400,000-500,000 we're counting on
will be more than sufficient.
rise 15 percent.

SGA investigator resigns post
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter
Student Government President Bob
Wolf accepted the resignation of SGA
investigative assistant Jon E. Schultz
and chastised absent senators at last
night's meeting, the first in three
weeks.
Shullz announced his resignation in a
letter received earlier yesterday, citing
a lack of "trust and co-operation" as
reasons.
Wolf called Shultz's
resignation "a shock," and lauded
Shultz's work on several projects.

But earlier in the meeting. Wolf was
more concerned with absent SGA
senators, saying that he is "going to
take action...I think this is kind of
disgraceful."
HE SAII) HE hopes to pinpoint
senators' projects in meetings with
individual senators this week, which
could become mandatory if

necessary."
But several SGA members arrived
late and motions and plans were approved.
SGA approved a plan to scheduled

three student breakfast meetings with
University and community figures
The scheme parallels the Union
Activities Organization lUAOl "breakfast with the president."
A few senators objected, including
Jack F.ckley, who questioned the $135 a
quarter the breakfasts would cost, but
Wolf said SGA has sufficient funds and
the project would serve students.
The deadline for the energy conservation contest sponsored by SGA
was extended to Feb. 10. Gift certificates of $50, $20 and $10 will be
awarded to student winners and the

By Paula Winslow

Hear, hear
Students find
they're calling

energy conservation proposals will be
forwarded to University officials.
IN OTHER action. SGA decided to
hold a special meeting to revise their
constitution I no date set I. continue with
senator projects (including library
study and group discussion sectioning
and opening a lounge area) and
represent students at various meetings
and in University decision-making.
Wolf mentioned input in the
University's decision to choose between
Class l-A and class 1-AAA athletics as
especially important.

said. A CB license can be obtained by simply
sending in an application. Ham operators must
take written and code tests to be licensed.

At least three University students spent the
weekend of the recent blizzard doing something
other than wishing it was over. They volunteered their services as ham radio operators for
an emergency communications system.
The students, Frank M. Boergcr, Mike R.
Paul, junior, and John Lewis, senior, and a few
city residents relayed emergency messages and
established communication with helicopters
Irom the basement of the Wood County Courthouse.
Paul, a member of ROTC. went to the courthouse Jan. 27 with some other cadets to offer
help in the emergency when he found out that
only two radio operators were on duty. He
worked there, getting only 12 hours of sleep, until
midnight Jan. 30.

UNLIKE CBERS. ham operators can use their
equipment only for hobby or civil service, not for
business purposes.
l.ewis, who worked at the courthouse Jan. 30
and 31. has had his ham license for two years. He
made health and welfare contacts such as
relaying messages from persons concerning
friends and channeling aid to those stranded on
the roads.
The most unusual contact they made, Lewis
said, involved directing a helicopter to a
pregnant woman in labor.
Paul said that before he began making
emergency contacts he thought the severity of
the situation had been exaggerated.

THE VOLUNTEERS operated a radio
telegram service between cities such as
Cleveland and Portage, and organized communication lines with helicopters making
medicine and food drops. Paul said.
They used high frequency short wave radios
and broadcast over the Ohio Single Side Band
Network.
"I usually only run the radio for practice, but
this time it was the real thing," Paul said. He has
been a member of the Wood County Amateur
Radio Club for five years.
Ham radio operators should not be confused
with Citizen's Band iCB) radio operators. Paul

"BUT ONCE I started working, I realized howlucky I was." he said.
I«wis said he thought some of the emergency
food drops were unnecessary. Most of the
surrounding roads were open when Weston
received its provisions by helicopter, he said.
But he felt that the drop made in Cygnet was
needed.
The radio operators received no monetary
compensation for their services. They volunteered in observation of their ham radio license
regulations.
That's our purpose," Paul said, "to serve
when regular communication lines are out."

Newsphoto by Gerry Nemeth
FEATURES. . .Tomorrow is Ash Wenesday and the start of the
Lenten season. But the weekend was full of fun and games as the
campus March Qraa fostered a party atmosphere See the photos on
page 5 for some highlights.

Weather

Partly sunny
High22Fi-«'l
LowOF(-18Cl
10 percent rhanre of snow

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth..

blizzard t-shirt is paulpourri
tacky merchandise close encounters of the club kind
Alonq with those persons who made personal sacrifices during last
month's bli/zard are those trying to make personal gains Irom it.
LCM than a week alter the blizzard, a company began to offer "Blizzard
ol 78 Survivor' T-shirts. The company claims that the shirts will "not
only proclaim to the world your great capacity for endurance, but will
also generate conversation geared to your favorite blizzard stories."
The oiler was predicable and the shirts may offend families who
sullered death and damage Irom the blizzard.
Their hardships already are great without a get-rich-quick scheme
adding to their grief.
hurlher evidence of the get-rich-idea is the price of each shirt - $5.95.
Even lor a "Blizzard ol' 78 Survivor" T-shirt, that is loo much to pay.
Last month's blizzard was something to endure, not something to
exploit. Efforts of those who tried to help others during the blizzard
should be rewarded, not those who try let help themselves after the
bli/zard is over.

stolen art hurts all
What about those ol us who liked the art where it was?
Wilh the ihelt ol two paintings Irom the Promonade Lounge of the
Union the UAO exhibits committee has decided that it will be unable to
have any more exhibits in this area lor the rest ol the year.
Were the paintings too beautiful to admire Irom afar? Couldn't you
heir the thought ol anyone else looking at them and Iherelore. look the
paintings home lor your private enjoyment?
The News recognizes the good taste ol appreciating art. but condemns
the bad taste in taking the paintings.
Too often, projects inlended lor the enjoyment ol the students (and
paid lor by Student Ires) have to be cancelled because ol the irresponsible
and Hellish whims ol a lew students.
Because ol their actions, we all lose out.

Last Sunday was a special club
meeting, a gathering of representatives
of many of the organizations on campus—a club club.
The purpose of the get-together was
to show that clubs have many of the
same problems and goals and that
communication between organizations
can benefit everyone involved.
It seemed to work because those
attending learned quite a bit from other
representatives.
MY EXPERIENCES with clubs have
been less than ideal. I get interested in
an organization long enough to join.thcn
my interests or efforts begin to drift in
other directions.
I'm sure it isn't the fault of the clubs,
it's my wishy-washiness.
I got interested in Photo Club once,
but nothing developed. I thought Ski
Club would be fun, but once I joined,
everything began going downhill.
My interest in the sciences led me to
Chemistry Club, but that experience
blew up in my face.

I thought the athletic, outdoors activity might be my niche in the campus
club scene, so I became active in intramurals.
It didn't work, however. I struck out
with the Softball team, got kicked off of
the soccer team, and tennis just didn't
seem to be my racket.
I thought I had hit the right group
when I joined the Sailing Club, but then
someone lowered the boom on me.
I went out on a limb and joined the
Botany club, but again, my interest
didn't take root, so I branched out into
Floral Designing Club, but that interest
soon wilted.
AS A LAST resort, I tried the Student
Forestry Association, but I knew I was
barking up the wrong tree.

I TURNED TO music, trying to learn
to play an instrument in order to play in
a band or orchestra. I found out I was
too high-strung for the violin, so I took a
crash course in the cymbols.
When I got tired of that, I took
trombone lessons, till my apathy just
let those lessons slide.

'I've decided that there are a number
of clubs that ought to be formed.'

&V3 vw&H3tV.S&«-
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canal columns based on asumptions

Contrary to what Mr. Simonsen
wrote, we did not march in and make
Panama into a colony. The French, who
had the rights to build the canal, tried to
peddle it to the European powers before
they ended up in the United States.
The chief engineer, Phillippe BuonaVarilla, of the bankrupt company was
the manipulator behind the whole deal.
He played an important part in the
secession of Panama from Colombia.

money. Why should we worry about
Torrijos?
As for Mr. Richard's assumption that
the U.S. has run the canal as a nonprofit enterprise, this is true but it
wasn't supposed to be that way. The
canal is set up as a corporation owned
by the U.S. government that, ideally, is
supposed to turn a profit or at least
break-even.
UNFORTUNATELY, THE canal
hasn't been in the black for quite a few
years. Ex-President Ford's answer was
to increase the rates.
The rate increases put a great strain
on the market and like other methods of
distribution, the shippers found
cheaper means. Also, there is nothing
so critical that it has to pass through the
canal.
Everybody in the transportation
business learned the lesson of depending too much on one passageway
during the Suez crisis.

tax-payers have it as an albatross
around their necks. Each year the
canal runs up a li.ger deficit and the
money to make up the difference comes
directly from our pockets. .
Should we hang on to the canal for
eternity? Should we make the canal
zone into another state? Should we fill
the canal back in and give it back to
them?
I'm not claiming to have the ultimate
answer to the situation. But a couple of
trips to South America and a few hours
in the library enabled me to take a
much more objective look at the whole
issue.
Also, the combined lectures of Drs.
Thomas, Spinelli and Anderson through
the Latin American Seminar have
served to eliminate much fiction and
relay facts.
Craig Valentine is a student at the
University.

why
destroy?
I have
been a student
at
Bowling
Green for almost a
year and a half, and I have finally
decided to write to the BG News. Since
the first day I got here, I have seen the
results of people literally destroying
University property "just for the fun of
it." What I want to know is "Why?"
Why do people find it entertaining to
destroy property, whether it be the
University's or anybody else's? No, I'm
not accusing everyone of these needless
acts of destruction; but those of us who
aren't destructive are paying just as
much as those who are causing the
destruction (in living conditions as well
as money).
Examples of this destruction are:
clocks, mirrors, P.A. speakers, lounge
furniture, carpet, doors, light fixtures,
screens, drinking fountains, etc.

The BTJ Hews

'We did not march in
Past 2

and make Panama into a colony.'
And when the dust cleared, he was the
principle stockholder of the new
Panama Canal company and held an
important position in the new
Panamanian government.
The United States offered the
Panamanian government the same
treaty that had Just been worked out
with the Colombians but the
Panamanians were not satisfied. They
wanted to make sure that the U.S.
would be around for a long time and
offered perpetuity.
THERE WAS A continuing series of
treaties over the next 75 years. Each
treaty granted more and more concessions to the Panamanians. Mr.
Richards was correct in stating that
there have been S3 or so chief
executives in the past 65 years in the
country of Panama. They have all
I oar matte* and taken the rent

The United States no longer has to
depend on rushing one Navy back and
forth between oceans. We have fleets in
all of the oceans now. Beside, most of
our ships are too large for the canal
anyway.
Economically, the U.S. is scarcely
dependent on the canal. As of
December, 1976, less than one percent
of our GNP was affected in any form by
the canal.
The largest single user of the canal is
the United Brands Co. They use the
canal to transport green bananas from
the middle Americas to U.S. ports. The
huge tankers and containerships have
found it more economical to sail around
South America than to off load their
cargoes into smaller ships for the canal
passage.
THE PANAMA CANAL is rapidly
becoming antiquated. The American

Paul I .intern is editorial editor of the
News.

k

gueSt COlumnist -CraiqD. Valentine

Apparently Kenneth Simonsen and
Dennis Richards have taken it upon
themselves to dabble in the Panama
Canal issue. But, like most of the
American public, they have bigoted and
generalized assumptions about the
canal.
To begin with, the United States
caught the canal on a rebound from a
bankrupt French company. The canal
was already two-thirds completed at
the time of our entrance on the scene.

rVE NEARLY RUN out of clubs to
try. None of those available seem to fill
my needs. So, I've decided that there
are a number of clubs that ought to be
formed.
If somebody does, I'll be glad to give
them a try.
How about a Lefties Awareness
Association? We live in a decidedly
right-handed world and we lefties are
an ignored minority that must be
heard.
Once such a group gains stature on
campus and corrects such offences as
right-handed desks, a national group
could take root, pushing for a Constitutional Amendment for appendage
equality, an Equal Lefts Amendment,
so to speak.
I WOULD LDCE to see a student
chapter of the National Procrastinators
Organization, but I'm certain no one
will get around to starting one.
And fan clubs. Let's have some fan
clubs. I'd join them, if they were for the
right fans, like Westinghouse or
Hoover. Some of those other fans I don't
like.
Lastly, there ought to be more
honoraries, specifically for Mustang
owners, East Wooster Street residents
and humor columnists.
I would willingly accept membership
in any of those.
I hope you haven't had the same
problems that I have with
organizations, because the University
does have a good selection from which
to choose.
However, If you have, well, join the
club.

start the day off, write
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines!. Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or namecalling will be
published If a large number of correspondence refers to a particular subject, a
representative sample will be used.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

I decided to sing, so I Joined the Men's
Chorus, but I got into treble as my
hopes of satisfaction went flat, so I
ended what could have been a
noteworthy experience.
That's when I started at the BG
News, and I thought I finally had found
the write place to be. But now, I'm
beginning to think that even this
organization is not my type.

'
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There will be people who make fun of
this letter as well as those who will just
ignore it. But I think it's pretty
disgusting that some of the people here
who call themselves college students
can be so immature that they must go
around destroying other people's
property to get their satisfaction.
Just remember, you're paying for it!
A. Lee Miller
446 Darrow Hall

message
to women
After the huge success of my Jan. 20
letter, which told about Bloomington,
Minn, (my favorite place), I had to
write a follow-up letter.
University students must learn that
there are good things about the
University, as well as bad things. One
good thing is the male population,
especially in its treatment of females.
The following is for the females, so
you males can stop reading. Ladies,
why is it that there is no decency among
you? Do you not know that taking beer
in heavy amounts will make you
overweight? (Unless of course you
drink lite beer).
There are more important things to
do than going out drinking. Try going to
class, or for that matter try having
some. You females must see your
behavior as rather appalling and
childish.
The males of this campus treat you
quite nicely by giving you beer
whenever wanted, but yet what do we
get in return? We don't get friendship,
but rather another kind of shipHardship.
So I speak to you in earnest. Change
your attitudes and views as there are
some people who have fun without beer,
like myself.
Think about this letter, for then you
won't be like a derelict bowler who
always has his mind in the gutter.
If you do not change your ways, I
might feel like the cannibal who went
on diet-fed up with people (in this case,
females).
Again, any responses are welcome.
Brent Frank
347Bromfield

kohl hall
staff replies
In regards to Mr. Joe Shaheen's letter
of February 2,197B criticizing the Kohl
Hall night security staff, we feel the
following points should be made.
The night security staff is asked to
admit ONLY residents and their guests
to the building after 12:00 Sunday
through Thursday and 2:00 A.M. Friday
and Saturday nights.
They are asked to request to see the
identification cards of everyone
seeking admission to the building.
It has been found necessary over the
years to employ these measures in an
attempt to protect the residents, their
belongings and hall facilities. We wish
this was not necessary.
In many cases, the job of the night
security people here on campus involves preventing people from going
where they wish when they wish. This
necessarily means conflict UNLESS
the individuals involved understand
and respect the rules and, accordingly,
treat the individuals responsible for
their enforcement civilly.
Their job is made difficult when
people become angry. Night security
people are sworn at, elbowed,
threatened and scowled at from time to
time because some people cannot
tolerate frustration. Sometimes excessive drinking makes this abuse
more brazen.
We have had good cause to be pleased
with the work our night security people
have done. This is the first complaint
that has been received all year, and
these men have dealt with literally
thousands of people during that time.
Consideration and respect is highly
emphasized in many ways at Kohl, and
we feel our night staff generally
demonstrates that well.
We wish that Mr. Shaheen would have
registered a complaint with the Kohl
Hall staff instead of carrying his
grudge by publicly abusing responsible
people in the BG News. However, with
the hope of avoiding similar incidents in
the future, the entire staff has been
reminded to be particularly considerate of everyone and particularly
tolerant of people who confuse
priveleges with rights.
Kohl Hall Staff
Ted Nichols, Director
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By Cheryl Geschke
and Tom Griesser

Masseuse doesn't know who to rub
When is a masseuse not a woman? Apparently when she used to be a man.
Charlotte, N.C., has a law against persons of one sex massaging those of the opposite. But
a masseuse who had a male-to-female operation escaped charges twice in recent weeks
because court officials couldn't figure out whether the defendant was a man or a woman.
Thus, they couldn't say just what the opposite sex would be.
Assistant District Attorney Michael F. Koyster said he granted a dismissal of the latest
charge last week rather than get tied up in court.
"It becomes a matter of priorities." Koyster said. "The question is, did we want to spend
a day or two in court determining if this defendant was a male or female, and the answer is
no. Ifgally, it's a question that is unanswered."
District Attorney Peter S. Gilchrist said he thinks the problem will work itself out. "I
think if the word gets out that people giving massages have had sex change operations." he
said, "the average male won't show up."

Boiler workers walkout
close Toledo schools

The council must approve the pac.
before it can be submitted to the union's
rank and file for a ratification vote. The
council rejected one proposed pact in 1974
before accepting a second one.
The 130 members of the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, the industry
bargaining arm, also must approve the
terms of the tentative settlement, but that
is largely a formality.
Even if the ratification process goes off
without a hitch, the strike is not expected
to end for several days.
The union's ratification process takes an
estimated 10 days and it is likely to be
several more days before coal moves
through the supply pipeline.

About 30 Toledo Public Schools were
closed yesterday morning following a
walkout by most of the boiler operators in
the 53,000-pupil system.
Kay Qualey, Toledo Public Schools information director, said about 16,000
students were bused home after the
temperature in their school buildings
dropped below 60 degrees. She said 56 of 76
boiler operators did not report to work or
left their posts.
However, Charles Hendrix, business
agent for the worker's union, District 46 of
the American Federation of State County
and Municipal Employees, denied that the
absenteeism was a job action or a strike.
"If it was a strike, all 136 of our workers
would have been out," he said, charging
that school officials had falsified the
percentage of workers absent "to be
dramatic."
"They'd love us to strike so they could
save a couple million by not rehiring about
20 percent of us," he said.
Although Qualey said there were
"rumors" that other members of the union
would str&e today, Hendrix said union
officials are discouraging additional
walkouts and will go back to the
bargaining table "with a federal mediator
if that's what's needed."

Gas-leaking barges jam
Ohio River dam again
Gasoline leaking from a ruptured barge
in the locks of the Markland Dam closed
down the waterway again yesterday just
as ice was being cleared to resume
commercial traffic on the Ohio River.
"We are in an emergency situation,"
said Chuck Schumann, spokesman for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The Exxon Pennsylvania, with the third
string of barges into the lock yesterday
morning, became wedged in by floating
ice. The ice apparently punctured the hull
of one of three lead barges and gasoline
started leaking out, the corps said.
Firemen from Warsaw sprayed the lock
and the barges with foam to prevent fumes
from igniting. The corps halted further
attemps to move the 15-barge tow through
the lock fearing sparks could start a fire.
The dam was ordered evacuated by all
but essential personnel.
Schumann said the tow boat planned to
pump the fuel from the ruptured chamber
into another compartment.
The corps re-opened the river to traffic
yesterday after warm weather and tow
boats managed to clear a path through the
ice jam that closed the facility down Jan.
25.

Tentative contract reached;
could halt coal strike
Negotiators reached agreement on a
tentative contract yesterday that could
end the 63-day-old coal strike, the longest
in the nation's history, sources said.
Officials at the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service called an afternoon
news conference and one source said, "I
think Arnold Miller is planning to announce a tentative settlement."
Miller is expected to present the
proposed terms to the United Mine
Workers (UMW) bargaining council,
which is scheduled to meet today.

Read
The
News

MEN!.-WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS American.
Foreign.
No
e«perience|
required. Excellent pay..
Worldwide travel. Summer jobi
or career. Send S3.00 lor In-]
formation. SEAFAX. Depl. I
n. Box 2049, Port Angeles.
Washington 9836?.
I

TTEfiTtON SENIORS
Going on to Medical School 7
THE U.S. NAVY HAS FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
INCLUDING STIPEND AVAILABLE. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
MEDICAL PROGRAMS REPRESENTATIVE
16101 Snow Rd., Brookpark, Ohio 44142
or Call 522-4630 (Coll.cl)

•2'

your sweetheart's heart, .':.
by UBng-in this heart,
:::
with a love message to appear in .w

: ThoBTj Waws Jr
". special Valentine SectiorL^

"•'::. mm.m^fr

S2.00/7alentine

For more into contact
Tha SQffiwi

The Student Recreation
Center and Health Services
submitted 1978-79 budget
requests to the Advisory
Committee on General Fee
Allocations (ACGFA) last
Friday.
The rec center Is
requesting a general fee
allocation of 1376,275 for its
first year of operations, Dr.
Michael R. Ferrari, vice
president of resource
planning, told ACGFA.
Next year's increase in
general fees should reflect
only the impact of the rec
center, Ferrari added. The
increase is expected to be
between $25 - $30 per student
each quarter.
THE CONTRACTORS
have indicated that construction of the $9.1 million
building is seven to eight
weeks behind schedule,
Ferrari said.
However,
he
said
University officials will hold
them to the contract and are

center's pool before the
remaining facilities so that
construction of the new
complex can begin as soon as
possible, reducing inflationary increases in its
building costs.
If the rec center does not
open when scheduled, expenditures must be made for
contract and classified staff,
equipment, supplies and
utilities.
A
CONTRACT staff
consisting of McGuire, an
assistant director and two to
four graduate assistants
costing
$45,500
was
requested for next year.
McGuire asked for a
classified staff expense
budget of $26,000 with staff
benefits of $9,000 bringing
compensation
to
an
estimated total of $80,700
next year.
Temporary student employment, equipment,
supplies, program funds,
maintenance services and
utility charges will cost
about $421,000 bringing the
total proposed operating
budget for 1978-79 to $501,700.

hopeful the center will be
completed on time.
Ben McGuire, rec center
director, said if the center is
not completed by the
beginning of next fall
quarter "alternate plans"
might involve students
paying a partial fee.
However, he did not rule out
the possibility that the full
increase may be charged
before the center is completed.
Also, McGuire said he does
not favor opening only part
of the center next fall.
"PARTIAL OPENINGS
have
caused
student
unhappiness at other
universities," he said. "The
first impression is very
important...to be sensitive to
the users is one of the things
wefocuson."
However, when the rec
center's swimming pool is
opened to the public, the
University plans to raze the
Natatorium and construct a
physical education complex
in its place.
McGuire admitted that
there is pressure to open the

About $125,425, one-fourth
of the total operating budget,
will be obtained from rental
income and miscellaneous
charges,
McGuire
estimated. This will include
physical education class
usage and
non-student
charges.

MCGUIRE SAID that the
money requested from
general fees will support
about three-fourths of the
total operating budget along
with debt service, insurance
and depreciation reserves.
For the payment of bonds
used to finance construction
of the center, Ferrari has
allocated $812,425. In addition, a depreciation
reserve of $120,000 will be set
aside to cover damages to
the structure and equipment.
Ferrari also suggested that
$15,000 be used for building
insurance.
Also Friday, Health
Services presented a general
fee request of $459,010 for its
1978-79 operating budget.
Next year, $32,487 of
general fee money is

mandated to repay bonds
used in the construction of
the Health Center in 1968.
However, unlike last year,
those funds will not be included in the Health Service
Budget.

ALSO, THE $40,000 In
rental fees, charged last
year to academic departments using the facilities,
will not be part of the Health
Center's income.
"This year we are saying
that we want to g°t out of the
building business and get
into the health services
business," Dr. John M.
Ketzer, administrator of
Health Services, explained.
He added that only about
25 percent of the building is
used by Health Services, the
remaining space being occupied by departments such
as the library and computational services.
Health Services' total
operating budget will be
$586,460, of which $127,450
will be obtained by charges
for services provided, Ketzer
said.

African culture fills Block History Week
The University's annual
observance of Black History
Week begins this week with a
line-up of events including
films, speakers, exhibits and
workshops.
The nationally celebrated
week opened last night with
two showings of a film called
"Black History: Lost, Stolen
or Strayed."
Also last night, at 9 p.m. in
the Amain. Don Viapree,
coordinator of the African
Work Study Group, held a
discussion on "Black Folks
in Relation to Africa"
followed by an informal rap
session with Florynce
Kennedy, lecturer, attorney,
author and feminist.
At 10 p.m. tonight in the
Amani the "Jazz, Reggae
and African Music Social
Event" will be held. That
event, and »l! the others, is
free and open to the public.
A program of modern and
African dance will be
presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. Ananais X
■MM

Pittman, vicechairman of
the Board of Black Cultural
Activities, which sponsors
the event, said an appearance by Denise Black, a
modern dancer, also is
scheduled.
At 10 p.m. that evening, a
documentary film on South

Room, Union, a workshop
and discussion on African
women will be held.
Throughout the week,
exhibits featuring black art
and culture will be displayed
on the second floor of the
Union.
Calling the events and

Africa called "I.ast Grave in
Debazwa" will be shown in
the Ballroom.
From 6 to 11 p.m. Friday, a
social event sponsored by
Phi Beta Sigma called
"Happy to be Black" will be
featured in the Amani. At 4
p.m. Saturday in the Taft

exhibits "more educational
than anything else," Pittman said the purpose of the
week is to introduce African
culture to the University. He
said it is designed to make
persons aware of the
achievements of American
blacks.

r KAPPA SIGMA

The Brothers of

Congratulate their
Winter Pledge Class:
Pres:

JcffSeckel

V.P.:

Brian Hearing

Treas.:

Tim Leach
Tim Westhoven
Mark Lechner

Frank Gustoff

And Also Their
New Actives:
l.PaulWuebold
2. Brian Ritzenberg
3. Dave Testa
4. Lance Mitchell
5. Don Lafferty

...ONLY

44

$4.

...PLUS THOUSANDS MORE AT
THESE SAME INCREL^E SAVINGS!

OUR GREATEST
SALE EVER!
OPEN

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M. til 10 P.M.
SUNDAYS
NOON til 9 P.M.

The Blizzard "Brief "of 78 Will Cover What YourT-Shirt Doesn't Touch
Briefs $3.00 each

Brief Imprint:
I Froze Mine In The Blizzard Of 78

Qty.
Man's Briefs
Mfnman'c

Expose the perfect Valentine gag gift to your friends or mail one to warmer parts of the
country. Men's and women's briefs available in Blizzard white silk screened with frosted Blue
imprint: Save mail handling charges by stopping in today at 131'/, S. Main Open 9-5. M-F.

S

M

Rnok

Price ^

Qty
I

XL

5

$

7

5

6

7

'

PH1NI CUARIT »i» -.11 : .

you. *W"I tab.'"

name

Qty.

street

apt .no.

city
'.Vomens

131'/» S. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio
Ph. 352-6994

Qty

Bikinis*

• Aliened Colon

Shipping per
POBo. 735 BG

zip code

grobtog toioaion
order

Oho

«3402

.50

1 FROZE MINE IN
THE BLIZZARD OF 78
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Local Briefs

Placement Schedule
Sign up
will
be
held
tomorrow from 7:30 lo 8:X
a.m. for non school schedules
(business,
government,
agencies,
and
graduate
schools) and Thursday from 6
to 7 p.m. for school schedules
in the Forum of the Student
Services Bldg.
A data sheet must be turned
in at the time of sign-up. In
addition, students must turn in
two data sheets (or resumes)
to establish a credential file or
they will not be allowed to
interview.
Requests for some type of
standardization is resumes
and data sheets have prom
pfed the Career Planning and
Placement Services to require
candidates signing up for
interviews to complete and
presents at the time of sign up
a "standard" data sheet for
each organization with which
he or she wishes to interview.

Feb. 2? and 73
GEM
City
Savings.
Management trainee B any
business manor
Feb. 22
John
Hancock.
Agentmanagement trainee:
Bbusiness
administration,
economics, accounting or
liberal arts.
K auf mann's.
Acting
assistant buyer: B or Mbusiness
administration.
Prefer marketing. Minimum
GPA2.5.
A. Polsky Co Executive
merchandising management
trainee:
B marketing,
retailing,
fashion
mer
chandising. March and June
grads.
Procter & Gamble. Sales
management: B or Many
major in businessor arts.

BUSINESS
Sears, Roebuck & Co Retail
management trainee:. B any
major. Credit management
trainee: B any major.
Feb. 21
Bu rroughs
Corp.
Management systems analyst:
M informations systems or
computer science. Accounting
auditor: B accounting
Systems analyst: B computer
science
Goodyear Tire & Rubber.
Financial training program:
B accounting
or computer
science.
Proctor & Gamble. Purchasing management; B or M
any major in business or arts.
Traffic management: B any
major <n business or arts.
Shillitos. Merchandising
trainee: B marketing, fashion
merchandising or retailing.
Strouss
Dept.
Stores.
Executive
management
trainee to start as assistant
buyer: B any major with an
interest in a career in
retailing.
Some business
courses helpful.

Feb. 23
City National Bank of
Detroit. Branch management
trainee: B business.
Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland.
Staff accountants for audit, tax
and MCS staffs: B or M
business
administration,
computer science, QAC, ac
counting
or
information
systems. (All with con
centration in accounting.)
Lever Brothers Co. Salessales
management:
B
businessor liberal arts.
National City Bank. Retail
(branch) banking: sales and
profit oriented people in
terested in marketing and
merchandising on a consumer
and commercial level. Bank
(internal)
operations:
Leadership and supervisory
personnel pursuing careers in
production management or
administration
supervision.
EDP systems and programming: Computer and in
formation science technicians
trained for assignments in new
systems
development,
technical support, operations,
research and marketing.

Corporate
financial
management:
Analytical
academically oriented in
dividuals in pursuit of careers
in accounting, auditing, credit
analysis, investment analysis
and trust administration.

Raytheon
Company.
Procurement trainees: B
business administration with
at least one procurement
course. Opportunities in a two
year job rotation program.
Leading to positions of
responsibility
in
the
procurement and materials
functions.
Citizenship
required.

Feb. 24
Bob
Evans
Farms.
Restaurant manager trainee:
B any major.
Coopers & Lybrand. Staff
accountant: B accounting.
B.F
Goodrich.
Nontechnical position: B or M
business,
accounting,
marketing, finance, industrial
management or personal
management.

Continental Schools. Special
education teachers (K-12):
EMR or LV DB. Elementary
teachers: K-6.
Garfield Heights Schools.
Teachers:
prefer
math,
English, or industrial arts but
will interview all areas.
Sandusky
Schools
Teachers: LD, EMR, in
dustrial arts, distributive
education, all secondary
fields, and students interested
in coaching interscholastic
athletics as well as teaching.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
Feb. 21
American
Nicaraguan
School; Managua, Nicaragua.
Majors:
Elementary (K-6)
music and choral. Secondary
math, science (biology, earth,
life, physical), women's PE,
art,
ESL &
SSL,
and
elementary LD.
Other requirements: some
Spanish,
travel
flexibility,
teaming individualized approaches.
American
International
School of Dusseldorf, Ger
many. To be announced.

Feb. 21 and 27
Feb. 21 and22
Elyria
City
Schools.
Secondary teachers: B math,
English, industrial arts, home
economics and computer
business. Media specialist: B
library
science
(K 12).
Wrestling coach: B social
studies, math, or science (Jr.
high). Guidance counselor: M
guidance pupil
personnel.
Special education teacher: B
EMR or LD BDor orthopedic.
Art teacher: B art (K 12).
Reading teacher: B reading
endorsement or any certification. Elementary
teachers: only with special
education certification. All
areas must hold Ohio cer
tification.

Colegio Nueva Granada,
Bogota,
Columbia.
Administration: high school
principal
or
counselor,
elementary school counselor.
High school:
chemistry,
physical, math, English, social
studies Middle school (grades
6-8): math, English, social
studies. Elementary school
(grades Ki): specialists IK
12): PE, music (choral and
instrumental), and art.
Escola Americana de Belo
Horizontel, Brazil. To be an
nouneed.
Escola Pan Americana Da
Bahia Salvador; Bahia, Brazil.
To be announced.
Excola
Americana
Oe
Campinas, Brazil. To be an
nounced.

Jusfice program

Grant applications

Dr. Gerald Rigby, professor of political science, will
discuss internships and the criminal justice program at
7:30p.m. tomorrow in the Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.
Persons attending are asked to be prepared with
questions concerning individual interests. Criminal
justice majors who have not completed their internships
strongly are urged to attend.

The Lakewood College Club has announced that applications are available for maximum grants of $600 to
women who reside in the West Snore area of Cleveland.
Awarding of the grants will be based on maturity, goals,
financial need, academic record and promise.
For more information, contact Mrs. Richard Rice,
Secretary of the Scholarship Committee, 3629 Rockport
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44111.
Application forms must be completed and returned by
March 1.

Displays discontinued
During the remainder of the academic year, the
Promenade Lounge in the Union no longer will display
paintings or wall exhibits. According to the Union
Activities Organization, the displays are being discontinued because of thefts of paintings earlier thisquarter.

Audiometry workshop
A workshop in industrial audiometry and hearing
conservation will be held Feb. 24 and 25 by the Northwestern Ohio Association of Industrial Nurses.
The program is designed for industrial nurses, and
industrial health and safety directors to acquaint them
with the problems of industrial noise and the importance
of noise reduction.
For registration information, contact Dr. Herbert
Greenberg at the University's Communications Research
Center.

Minority Caucus
The Minority Caucus will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in the
White Dogwood Suite, Union. The discussion topic will be
visiting minority artist faculty members. The meeting is
open to the public.

Advanced ROTC
University sophomores who are not enrolled in the
Army Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) still may
become eligible for a two-year advanced ROTC course.
Junior college and community college graduates entering
the University this fall also are offered the same opportunity.
Openings for the six-week ROTC basic camp at Ft.
Knox, Ky.. are available for the camp's second cycle of
training beginning June 20.
Graduation from basic camp replaces the first two
years of ROTC on campus and qualifies students for an
advanced course in the fall.
For further information, contact Capt. John T. O'Neil at
372-2477.

Marketing Club
The Marketing Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in 210
Math-Sciences Bldg.
Don Search of Marketing Communications will speak.
Pictures for the Key also will be taken.
The meeting is open to the public.

Spring '78 schedule changes
«W KCTIOH SPRING 1978
BjyjjfJ STUDENT PERSOMWEL
3504
3507

SEM.RE9ID LIFE (ADV)
489 2
(was llatad In .iroi
SEHiRESID LIFE (ADV)
469 2
("«• llatad In error

6:30-10sOOPH T
PAULSEN
aa atetlon 1498)
6H0-10.00PM T
PAULSEN
oa aactlon 3499)

ENGLISH
8361

COMPOSITION WORK»OP

591

4

ARRANGE

HART

HEALTH COMMUNITY SERVICE
6341

INDURT HYGIENE SEN

PSYCHOLOGY
8830

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

HOME ECONOMICS
6396

SUPERV FIELD EXPER

289

2

3:30 H, ARRANGED SKINNER,!

SCHEDULE CHANGES SPRING 1978
0052
0309
0310
OJll
0112
0513
0314
0541
0472
0520
0525

ACCT
BIOL
RIOL
RIOL
RIOL
RIOL
RIOL
RIOL
CDIS
CHEH
CHIN

423
203
203
203
203
205
203
472
544
123
125

4 cr hra.
11 >30 MVR. 8.30-11:30 V; 10:30-12:30 F
1U30 MVR; 8:30-11:30 T; 8:30-10:30 F
Hi 50 MWR; 8:30-11:30 T; 6;30-10:30 R
11:30 MWR; 1:30-4:30 W, 12:30-2:50 P
11:30 MVR. l:30-4t50 T; 2:30-4:30 ■
11:30 MVR. 1:30-4:30 ■, 12:50-2:50 1
5 er hra.
1 cr hr
11:30 T; 12:30 WF; 8:30 M
11:30 T; 12:30 WF. 3:30 R

094*
0971
1026
1027
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404
1415
1497
1550
1729
1928
2019
2038
2742
2761
2762
2763
2943
2944
2994
3017
3038
3019
3077
3366
3390
3395
3402
3432
4033
4034

ENG 112
ENO C200
CNG 314
EMG. 315
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 322
HOEC 387
HPE 322
IELT 208
JOUR 404
MGMT 365
MUED 137
HUED 157
PER 224
PER 322
PER 322
PER
32 2
POPC 360
POFC 424
PSYC 306
PSYC 556
PSYC 609
P*YC 561
REH8 58'
STAT 311
THEA 241
THEA 345
THEA 353
UD A290
MUSP 278
HUSP 478

30 MTWR
30 MTWR
JO-9i30PM H3t; 2 cr hr*.
30-9i30PM Ml;
2 cr hra.
30 HV, 8:30-11 ! 30 MTWRF
2:30 MW. 6l30-lll30 HTWRT
2:30 MW; 6:30-11:30 MTWRF
2:30 MW; 6i30-ll:30 MTWRF
2:30 MW; 8:30-11:30 KTWIF
12:30-2:30 W; 6i50-11:50 MTWRF
12:30-2:30 W; 6i30-lli30 MTWRF
12:30-2:30 W; 8:30-11:30 MTWRF
12:50.2:50 W, 8:30-11:10 MTWRF
12:30-2:30 V; 6i30-ll:30 MTWRF
SECTION CAMCE
SECTION CANCE
2:50-4:30 TV
TITLE: ADV ORG THEO-REHAV I
7:30 TR
2 cr hr..
5:30-6:30 TR; 5:30-7:30 HWF
3 cr hra.
3 cr hra.
3 cr hra.
12:30-2:30 MT
12:30-2:30 TR
INSTRUCTOR:
KJELEY
SECTION CAHCELUO
SECTION CANCELLED
5:30-7:30FM R
COURSE • S69
TITLE: REGRESSION I DESICN
4 cr hr
4 cr hr
4 er hra.
12:30.2:30 U (wrong In ad)
2 cr hra.

IF YOU PUT
YOUR LETTERS ON
WE'LL PULL OUR
COVER OFF • • e

• • •

Dixie Electric Co,
An Entertainment Utility
IT'S GREEK NIGHT AT THE DIXIE.

To commemorate the record-setting blizzard of 1978,
T.M. Inc. is offering the status symbol of the season:
BLIZZARD OF '78 SURVIVOR T-SHIRTS. These shirts
will not only proclaim to the world your great capacity
for endurance, but will also generate conversation
geared to your favorite blizzard stories.
Survivor shirts are available in snow white only (of
course). Shirts are $5.95each including tax and shipping.
Child and adult sizes available. Major credit cards
accepted if order contains card number, expiration date
and cards holder's telephone number.
Send payment, size and quantity requests to:
BLIZZARD, Box 1978 Napoleon, Ohio43545.

It Happens Every Wednesday and What a Special
Night it is. Lots of Drinking, Dancing, Mingling
and Partying with Your Fellow Greeks. All at
Reduced Prices.

LOCATED ON U.S. 25
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY
PERRYSBURG, OHIO 43551
419-874-8649
come plug yourself in!
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SAVVAN KIRPAI RUHANI MISSION
invites .ill to attend .i free Introductory Lecture
(on< ernmg

NEW FOR SPRING QUARTER
SECTIONS OF ENGLISH 200
IN
CANADIAN LITERATURE
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS AND FILM
THE ATHLETE IN LITERATURE
AND
J.R.R.TOLKIEN

SELF and GOD REALIZATION
As taught .MKI i
K given In I In- I iving Master,
Darslian Singh
|Sural sh.ihd Yoga; Spiritual
Progress rhrough Meditation on Inner Light and
Sound! urrent, Yogaol the WORD I

SANT DARSHAN SINGH
Present Living Master
Successor to Great
Master Kirpal Singh

An mill.He ol Master Kirp.il will give the lei ture
Movies and slides will be shown Free literature
available

111
Bl ACK CARGOFS AND SLAVERY IN THE AMERICAS (4) An
examination ol the Mm .in slave trade and the various slave societies
which thai Iratlu gave birth to in the Western hemisphere Particulai
emphasis mi ( uli.i 1.1111,111,1. Brazil, and Ihe Nmencan South Dr Kiple
" !0-«l in |mi \U\

Time: 8:00 PM Friday, February 10, 1978
Place: Lawrence Room, 3rd Floor. Commodore
Perry Motor Inn. downtown Toledo. Free parking
in real
Regular meetings 2nd & 4th I riday s every month ,n
8 nil' M

( HINESI ( i l rURI AND INSTITUTIONS ill A stud\ ol the unique
cultural ,ind insitutional development ol traditional China and her
relations with neighboring Korea Emphasis on the intrinsn valui ol
broadening perspec lives through exposure to a major non Western i ullural
expeneni e I >i Kawashima
U I K

i Ihe leai hums are the same .is those given out l>\
,ill past Masters loi truth nevei i hangi
I Di iin i In-i information Bill Carlson, 402! i Union
si Monroe
en Midwest Representative Mis OlgaOonenberg
POBox<M Wilmette III b(X)9l

• NO CHARGE • NO COLLECTION

THE MARINES ARE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD OFFICERS
MENandWOMEN
Feb. 7, 8, & 9
2-color silk screen on Blizzard White.
Phone: 352-6994

University Hall

ADULTS $5.951 shipping included I

SM

MID..

Summer Trailing Thru P.LC.

QTY.

QTY.

QTY.

QTY.

.1X1..

XI.G.

CIIII.DRKNS $5.95 t shipping included I
2-1

6-S.

10-12

Total price:.
Mail To: ETF-BLIZZARD BLUES
PO Box 735
Bowling Green, Ohio
4.3402

11-16

No Obligation
No On Campus Dri, Classes, Etc.
Al Expenses Phis <700-'ll50 Per Summer
Air, Ground Or Law
Serve With Nation's Finest

PRINTCLEARLY
NAME

For Further Infbrrnation

STREETCITY
ZIP CODE.

NEW AND SPECIAL
HISTORY OFFERINGS
SPRING 1978

Call Capt. McLaughlin Collect At

(313) 226-7764

I'M DFVTIOPMFNT, DISSENT, AND DETENTE: SOVIET RUSSIA IN
HisTORlAL PLRsi'i ( n\ I
Major issues in contemporary Soviet affairs
identified and explained in terms ol then historic al origins lopii - in< hide
the i ommumsi Party, and its polii les industrialization .mil urbanization
dissent .Hid censorship, .md Soviet international policies Course is
designed as .in elei live lor students in |ournalism, iniccii.iiion.il relations
politics military science, and history I >i Rowney in to 12 10 \u\
Ml AMERK AS I WIRONMENTAl HISTORY l I) rraces three centuries
oi changing American attitudes and actions toward the natural en
vironment, with .in emphasis mi the use ol the conservation movemenl
and di'1 development ol .in ecological perspective Di Danzigei I l(i
M1RI
401 CAESAR AND CHRIST: THE SOCIAL WORLDS OF LATE ANTIQUITY
AND FARIY CHRISTIANITY |4) An historical study ol thebasn issues and
lundamental problems involved in the tensions and conflicts bewteeen
pagan and i hnstian th.it were eventual^ ,n comodated in the 4th < enturv
\ I) NM .is iii inquiry include social disaffection, political resistance, and
cultural alienation I > i Dah 10 WJ \l HJ I K
415 SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 111 [he political economic, and social
developmenl ol Ihe Iberian peninsula Irom the invasion ol the Moors to
the twentieth i cnturs, dii tators with spec i.il emphasis on the rei onquesl
the reign ol the Hapsburgs the Spanish i ivil Wars, and the regimes ol
I ranco and Salazai Di Kiple 2 3M:30 IK
486 |APAN: THE NFW SUPERSTATE (4) A lustois ol l.ip.m s successful
modernization since her opening to Ihe West in 1853 Emphasis on
politu .il development, industrialization expansion, and lapan s rise Irom
Ihe deleal ol World Wai II lo ,i world economic powei l)r ( hen 12 W
.' 10 MR
49 I ADVANCED PROBLEMS OF WORLD WAR II (4) students will study
ihe basii prim iples ol wai K lausewitz) .is applied and misapplied in World
Wai II they will stuck World Wai II si\ le mobility ovei World War I slain s
on the li.it i li't ii -Id. ihc'\ mil he introduced to the impact ol World Wai lion
Ihe military policies ol the NATO and Warsaw Pad alliances .is
preparation continues foi the wai nobodv wants. World War III I ianlty,
each student wilhvork on an independent protect l)r Alston 5 in 7 |fj
IK
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He was one of three
who orbited the moon
in 1968.

She was one of 12
women cited by Time
magazine in 1975.

In 1936 she was
Time's first Woman
of the Year.

He was Time's first
Man of the Year in
1927

The leader of India's
passive resistance
movement.

One of the few
religious leaders ever
selected as Time's
Man of the Year.

Ham, I'M aiAiN6 VA corns
0FSnUNKRJ6HTIUU, BUT UNuatvsrcF Mra&6H0£*t»-

All of the persons
shown
were at
one time selected
Man or Woman of the
Year by Time
magazine.
The
designation is made
each year on the basis
of what person or
group of persons has
done the most, for
good or ill, to affect
the course of history
in that year. Some of
the nominees for 1977
include
Jimmy
Carter, Anwar Sadat,
Menachem Begin,
Anita Bryant; Alex
Haley and Walter
Cronkite.
Time's
choice each year is
announced during the
last
week
of
December.

JRE AS AUXCW AS

LOST AND FOUND
Ladies gold Hamilton watch
lost. Reward If return. 372
6806
Set ot keys found in front of
Library. 35? 91B3.
SERVICESOFFEREO
Expert typist. Phone 352 7752.

9393& 352 I486.
PERSONALS
Phi Alpha Four you are no
joke, nonsense words were all
you spoke. The Alpha Delts
wonder if there's more, or else
you'll hear our mighty roar!
Roses are Red, Violets are
blue, if you don't remember
her with a BG News Valentine,
she'll HATE YOU!!!
Alpha Phi's will be selling
lollipops for Cardiac Aid.
Please stop by U Hall today to
buy your Valentine an Alpha
Phi helping heart lollipoip
Congratulations on
your
lavaliering Jeannie & Joel.
Good luck in the future. Love
second
H's
Chapman.
Especially Molly & Cindy.
VALENTINES ARE FOR
SHARING SO SHARE ONE
FROM BG NEWS. 106 U Hall.
BLIZZARD OF 78 SURVIVOR
T SHIRTS. $5.95 including tax
& shipping. All sizes available.
Send to: Blizzard, P.O. Box
19/8 Napoleon, OH 43545
BRAD CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BEING
ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF TKE. GOOD
LUCK. FLIP.
Carolyn you finally made it!
Now you're a little DZ turtle.
Congratulations Your
big
Brother Larry.
The Alpha Delt Formal is
growing very near, only three
weeks till the best party of the
year Good times, happy
memories & lots of cheer. Get
psyched Alpha Delts, it will
soon be herel
Alpha Sigma Phi Brothers
Brotherhood trip is looking
good Feb. 18. Also, treat the
pledges will Flip.
Sandi Gaul: Good luck in the
Miss Ohio Pageant Feb. 8 12!!
Your friends in Prout.
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He was Man of the
Year at the height of
Watergate.

His country fought off
an invasion from
Italy

He was Time's Man
of the Year three
times.
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BUILDING A BETTER WORLD
Historic Landmarks

wagon wheels marked the
transition in highway consi ruction .is automobiles appeared on the scene. Kast
Court Avenue has stood the
test of time and traffic and
has been virtually maintenance free for 82 years.
Also designated as a landmark by the American Society of Civil Engineers, the
country's oldest national
engineering organization—
founded in 1852 — is the
National Koad. located between Cumberland, Md. and
Vandalia, III. This highway
was the precursor of today's
federal system of roads.
Although envisioned by
lie,.Ii;e Washington In 1789,
it was not realized until
some 22 years later.

America's firs; concrete
pavement, laid in 1893 in
Bellefontaine. Ohio. II,LS
been designated a National
Historic Civil Engineering
Landmark.
This pavement, located
on Court Avenue in Bellefontaine. represents the first
engineering use of portland
cement in the nation and
was the forerunner of the
many thousands of miles of
such road's in the United
States.
Through experiment!
with limestone and clay
marl, Qeorge W, Bartholomew turned out the first
known cement samples in
the United Stales, lie pour
ed the firs! lest lection of
concrete pavement in
Bellefontaine in 1891. Two
years later he built the first
concrete paved street in the
U.S. Mr. Bartholomew was
the founder of Buckeye
Portland Cement Company,
the first cement manufacturer in this country. The
section of Bail Court Avenue is the only remaining
portion of that first paved
I street.
The use of concrete to
withstand steel rimmed

The first cement known
in the Uii i ted States was
turned out by George W.
Bartholomew in 1891. Two
years later, his use of conCrete to withstand steelrimmed wagon wheels marked the transit i.m in highway
construction as automobiles
began to appear on the
■Gene, That first road has
stood the test of time and
traffic, and has been virtually maintenance-free for
more than 80 years.

AMERICA'S FIRST CONCRETE STREET-Paved in
1893 in first engineering use of portland cement. It is
now a national landmark.

AMERICA'S FIRST FEDERAL HIGHWAY-View of a
portion of the road taken in 1910. Built between 1811
and 1839, it's also a national landmark.

The National Road, "the
Main Street of America," as
it came to be known in its
prime, was the great land
link to the West, and the
first highway to be built by
federal funds. It took 27
years to bridge streams and

Did somebody SPECIAL keep

cross difficult land barriers.
These two landmarks are
among the 57 National Historic Civil Engineering Landmarks designated by the
72,000-member American
Society of Civil Engineers.
»»M5*7aeoiM*»e"r»»*" »♦**;»
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1. Spinning
toys
5. Possesses
8. Leave out
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12. Egg-shaped

13. U.S. Department of
the —
15. Restaurant
item
16. Observed
17. Lamb's
mother
18. Lease
20. Roll of money
21. Negative vote
22. European
country: abbr.

23.
25.
27.
29.
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Breach
Floor-cleaner
Tear
Source of
pork

5

Value
Portent
Short sleep
Skin opening
Stair post
Drink little by
little
44 Afternoon
social
45_ Vat
47. Pixie
49 TV commercial
50. Lower, as
lights •
53, Modern
55. Measure of
cloth
57. Fruit drink
53 Cut short
go Electric force
unit
62 Coast
64! Bread spread
65! Angel's
headdress

31.
35.
37.
39.
40.
42.

B7

1

61

66. Moist
67. Pause

DOWN
1. —Thumb
2. Extra work
pay
3. Window
section
4. Hurled
5. Towel marking
6. Afresh
7. Vapor

I FACTS!

you warm in the blizzard? let
them know with a BG News
Valentine. 106 U. Hall.

The person to be named DZ
Flamer of the year is a cute
little junior just blazing with
good cheer!
FRATS! Remember your
Dream Girls & Little Sisses in
the BG News Valentines Feb.
14th. Only S2.00 to win their
hearts.
Congratulations to Dave
Cowles for being tapped into
Omicron
Delta Kappa The
Brothers of Kappa Sigma.
DG's We were there beforeThe Phi Alpha Four We came
back Wednesday night &
thought you were alright.
Let your love know with a BG
News Valentine. Bring it to 106
U. Hall by Feb. 10.
Congratulations to Ron &
Linda on their Kappa Sigma
lavaliering. The Brothers.
Congratulations to Joe &
Brenda on their Kappa Sig
lavaliering. The Brothers.
Have a Valentine for a favorite
prof Use the BG News &
remain anonymous. 106 U.
Hall.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma
congratulate Mark Andrews
for his nomination to Who's
Who in college.
Congrats to Paul Wuebold on
being elected to Kappa Sigma
Lil Sis Advisor, the Brothers.
Valentine, Won't you be mine?
Come join us & we'll show you
a great time!! CHI OMEGA
VALENTINE DATE PARTY
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 11.
LITTLE SISSES remember
your Brothers on Valentine
Day Feb. 14th with a BG News
Valentine.
They
will
remember you!
There will be a Kappa Delta Pi
meeting Sunday, Feb. 12
5:00pm in the Alumni Room of
the Union. The topic is
graduate school, which will be
discussed by a panel consisting
of Dr Butler, Dr. Chamberlln
& Dr. Nemeth.
Your secret love will remain so
if you don't use the BG News
Valentines. Only $2.00.
Remember your sweetie on
Valentine's Day Carnation
Sale in the Union. Feb. 6 10.
FREE DELIVERY on campus. Sponsored by Panhellenic
Pledge Council.
To Michigan on Saturday the
DZ's will go to drink & dance &
forget
about the snow.

wse NOT

PROTECTING RELATIVBS OK.
'ONBSIN
\1RAN? i

Since the Revolution, America's population center has progressed westward. In 1790, it
was about 23 mileB east of Baltimore, Maryland. By the 1970s it
had moved to just 5.8 miles
east-southeast of the Mascoutah City Hall in St. Clair
('ounty, Illinois.

Liz Happy Birthday to the
Greatest Little Sis a guy could
have. Love, BB Charlie.
DG's: Thanks for letting us
drop anchor at your house
Thurs. nite it was a great
warm up, TheSAE.
Have fun with your own
FOOSBALL TABLE but ours
$75 or best offer. 372 2988.
WANTED
1 M.rmmte. needed to share
furn. house with MBA student.
No deposit. 352 5853.
I F. rmmte. needed for Spr.
Qtr CaM 352 6681
Up to 5 Fm. to sublet furn.
house for summer. Excellent
location condition. 352 6464.
1 F. rmmte. for Spr. Qtr. close
tocampus. Call 35? 7387.
1 or 2 M. rmmtes. needed for
6th St. apt. Wnt. & Spr. Qtr.

3520058.
1 F. sen. or grad. needed now
till summer. $72 a month. Call
352 4467.
3 or 4 people needed immediately to sublet V» house.
Very close to campus. 352 0843.
1 bedrm. semifurn. apt. Util.
included. 1140. Available Mar.

15.352 0205.
Room

for

F.

with

kitchen

privileges. 352 6814 after 5pm.
HELPWANTED
Go Go Girls wanted. Call 435
1124.
Pt. time eves, or nights.
Knickerbocker. 35? 5335.
Babysitter for 10 mo. old. In
my home. 352 3432.
$35.00 per hundred stuffing
envelopes already stamped &
addressed. Free supplies, send
self addressed stamped envelope to: Roel, 5005 Old
Midlothian Pike, suite 64,

Richmond, VA 23224.
Looking for ambitious person
for restaurant equip, repair.
Must have experience in
refrlg., AC, heating, plumbing
& electricity background
helpful. Must have own tools &
van. Excell. oppor. for ad
vancement. Excell. wages &
benefits. Call for app't.-l 614
3836001 between85,M F.
FOR SALE
BSR Model 510 turntable with
cartridge. $50.00372 3393.
For Sale Blizzard of '78 Sur
vivor T-shirt $5.95 including
tax & shipping. All sizes
available. Send to: Blizzard,
P.O. Box 1978, Napoleon, OH

43545.
FOR RENT
THURSTIN MANOR APTS.
AC, fully carpeted cable TV,
effeciences, laundry facilities.
Now leasing for Summer 8.
Fall. 4.51 Thurstin. 352 5435.
FR or SALE- 10x50 mobile
home located across from
campus. Furn. & in good cond.
3520100.
Single rm. for M. to sublease
Spr. Qtr. Furn., near campus,
$262.50 a qtr. Call John at 353
1585 or Mrs. Carty at 352 7365.
Apt. for rent. 352 2356.
Deluxe Lg. 1 bedrm. Has stove
& ref. Close to unlv. 352 5689.
Apt. to sublease Spr. Qtr. or
rmmte. needed. Close to
campus. Call 352 1651.
1 F. for Spr. Qtr. Cheap, nice
apT Call 352 6996.
Sorry, we are all filled up for
the Fall of 1978 at 520 E. Reed
& 525 E. Merry. We do have
openings at 824 6th St. at $280 a
mo. 8. 328VJ, 332'^, 8. 336V» S.
Main at $160 $190 a mo. Please
call Al Newloveat 352 5163.
Buff Apts. now renting for Fall
& Summer' 78. all utll.-petd
except elec. Bike shed )o
eluded. 2 bedrm. One block
from campus. 352 2915.
Houses, apts. & single rms. for
summer rental. Ph. 352 7365.
House for 6 7 F. students, Va of
house, 1 bedrm. for 3 F.
students. 2 bedrm. apt. for 4
students. Single rms. for M 8t F
students. All near campus, 9
mo. leases. 35? 7365.
THE
BLIZZARD WIZARD
predicts you'll want a special
souvenir ot "The Blizzard of
'78". Look for it. Coming soon.
Only $1.95 each.

425 East Wooster
Under
New
Ownership
6 pack cans
ORANGE CRUSH
BARREL HEAD ROOT BEER
GRAPE

$1.29

— x^A 3/

Dearborn's the city, the Hyatt
Regency the place Sisters, get
ready to party at a pretty fast
pace!
roses are red, violet are blue, if
you don't send a BG News
Valentine, She'll HATE YOU!
Phi Mu's The Power was half
on but we got a charge out of
you. Phi Alpha Four.
Listen for the Lynyrd Skynyrd
MIDNIGHT HOUR tonight on
WFAL. 680AM!
SENSATIONAL! WFAL
CENTER STAGE! MONFRI.
at 5:40pm. Artists songs plus
bio.

WOOSTER WINE SHOP

I & FIGURES j
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Pregnancy Aid & Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material Pregnancy Aid. 352

■iqi

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Can You Recognize These Famous Leaders?

OFFER
GOOD
FEB. 2-10

Specials!r
PEPSI

16 oz. returnable bottles
,QX
tl
99 &plusdeposit
^ I **
m

8. Either
9. Manner;
conduct

COKE cans

10. The Hawkeye State
11. Three-spot
14. Provide with
a fund
19. Faucet
22. Press clothes
24. Brooch
26. — the question, propose
28. Church bench
30. Car fuel
32. Bosh!: slang
33. Foot levers

34.
36.
38.
41.
43.
46.
48.

Pate
Clear profit
Dessert
Noon meal
Wood layer
Under
Party
souvenir

50. Short, swift
race
51. Notion
52. Ground grain
54. Telegram
56. Actor's part
59. Dog or cat
61. "Young 'un"
63. Thus

i
i

A

V
=■

c

Since the start of the Bicentennial, many Americans have
been afraid to see key Bicentennial sites because of expected crowds and lack of accommodations.
Actually,
however, anyone can gel a
room at America's nearly
1.550 Holiday Inn hotels, including those near major historic attractions, by calling
any Inn for reservations.
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$1.29 6 pack

Hours:
Sun. 12-11
Mon.-Wed. 11-11
Thurs.-Sat. 11-1

TAB - SPRITE ■ COKE
Quarts

3 FOR 99*
plus tax 8 deposit

Women set two school records

Tracksters place 1 Oth in rugged field
By BUI Paul
Staff Reporter
If confidence is as important to a team as many claim, the
women's indoor track outfit may have laid the groundwork
for a successful season Saturday at the Pittsburgh
Invitational Tournament.

Although the Falcons finished 10th in the tough 18-team
field, they broke two school records and reaffirmed a position
held by Coach Dave Williams before the season began: that
his team possesses an enormous amount of potential.
"If we can improve upon what we did this week, then we're
going to be awfully tough," Williams said. "Compared to
previous years at this time in the season, I think we are way
ahead of schedule."
Shotputter Pam Koeth's second place was the Falcons best,
finish. Her put of 42'6" established a new school record and
qualified her for the collegiate nationals.

Betsy Miller shattered her own school record with a thirdplace finish and an 11:31 in the two-mile run. She also
narrowly missed surpassing her Bowling Green mile record
time of 5:17 with a mark of 5:18.

KATHY HODKEY also attained her personal best with a
putof37'9".

i.jnda Roberts was also kept out of the finals by one-tenth of
a second. Her time of 7.4 in the 50-yard hurdles barely missed
the 7.3 qualifying time.

Brodt is not discouraged
By BUI Paul
Staff Reporter
A distant fourth-place
finish in Friday's five-team
Eastern
Michigan
Invitational wasn't enough to
discourage men's indoor
track coach Mel Brodt.
"Under the circumstances
I guess I really can't complain," Brodt said. "We went
into the meet not expecting
too much and although we
didn't do well overall, we did
have some fine individual
performances."

IAA note
Entries for the all-campus
raquetbaU and co-ed bowling
tournaments are due today
at 5 p.m. in the intramural
office, 201 Memorial Hall.
Entries are available from
fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen and at the
intramural office.
Play
begins next week.

The Falcons, who were
crippled by sickness and
injuries, totalled 15 points to
finish ahead of Tri-State's
six points. The tournament
was won by host Eastern
Michigan with 119 points
followed
by
Western
Michigan's 78 points and
Kent State with 38 points.
"To be honest we really
don't stand a chance in a
team scoring meet this early
in the season," Brodt said.
"But they do give us a
chance to test our strengths
and get some work. They are
really more important to us
on the individual basis where
we can trace our progress."

THE TEAM'S "best
performance," according to
Brodt, was BobLunn's4:08.9
second place finish in the
mile. Lunn finished first in
the mile earlier in the season
at Eastern, but that was with
a time of 4:11.8 in a meet
with lesser competition.
Michelle Raymond placed
third with a long jump of
21'V«", his high mark of the
year.

Joe Ritter was the only
Falcon to place in two
events. His45''s" mark gave
him a fourth place in the
triple jump and 6'5" was
good for fifth place in the
high jump.
Only two other Falcons
placed in the tournament.
John Zurrer finished fifth in
the long jump and Jeff
Brown placed fourth in the
880 with a time of 1:58.

"We're looking for improvement each week," said
Brodt. "I was really pleased
with Bob's time and the way
MicheUe got off the ground."

Manning signs contract
Financial terms of the
contract were not disclosed,
but there were reports that
Manning
would
be
guaranteed about $1.5
million in salary and other
benefits.

CLEVELAND <AP)«
Centerfielder Rick Manning
decided against becoming a
free agent and signed a fiveyear contract yesterday to
play baseball with the
Cleveland Indians.

«

Alpha Chi Omega

Debbie Romsek finalized the Falcons' individual scoring
with a sixth-place finish in the long jump, but several other
Falcons barely missed reaching the finals.
Janie Ciuilford posted a 6.1 in the 50-yard dash missing the
qualifying time of 6.0 by a meager one-tenth of a second.

WILLIAMS WAS NOT ecstatic with his team's performances in the 880 and mile relays. "It definitely can and
will improve," he said of the Falcon's 4:15.8 time and sixth
place finish in the mile.
The problem in the 880 relay could easily be attributed to
lack of practice. "We just didn't pass well." Williams explained. "I don't know if we could run any better, but we
don't have the opportunity to practice our exchanges here,
and it hurt us."
Michigan State won the overall competition with 70 and two
thirds points, nipping Melon (691. a local Pittsburgh school.
The Spartans will be the host in BG's next action when
Bowling Green travels to the Michigan State Invitational,
which begins this Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

Gigi Weston
Mollie Day
Jenny Folker
Lora Heym
Kathy Hubert
Missy Jack
Robin Saunders
Betsy Welsh

By Dan Firestone
Staff Reporter
Ball State's 400 meter
freestyle relay team nipped
the Falcons relay team in the
final race to give the Cardinals a 61-52 victory
Saturday.
The loss dropped Bowling
Green's record to 2-2 after
the Falcons lost to Kent State
Friday, 77-35.
Ball State's Tim Shaw,
despite an ankle injury, won

the 50 meter freestyle and
anchored the final winning
relay team.
"Shaw was a key factor,"
Bowling Green coach Tom
Stubbs said, "but they swam
overall tougher than we did
and deserved to win."
KURT SEIBENICK and
Reagan Minser finished first
and second in the optional
diving to give the Falcons a
shot at winning the meet in
the final race.

Seibenick and Minser also
placed one-two in the
required diving.

Subs
The Word

Kim Zeigler
Melinda Jones
KimKish
Sue Koldenzer
Gail Paulus
Diane Pedlow
Pam Pohlmann

The word at Pis.'nello's is hot
submarine sandwiches.
Italian.
ham. ham and cheese, salami.
salami and cheese, meatball, roast
f. A sub never had it so good.

ANNKIMMERER

TOLL FREE

9 o.m.-IO p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

ABORTIONS
Starting Rate
$125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecofoglst

UP (<©>)
TO ^/

CLOSETOOUH AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

CALL TOLL FREE

800-362-1205

How can we
help you?
LETTER
SCORE
HEADS
FOLD
ENVELOPES STAPLE
RESUMES
BUSINESS COLLATE
PAD
CARDS
STITCH
INVOICES
NCR FORMS
FLYERS
CUT&TRIM
BROCHURES PERFORATE

...to name a
few ways!

111 SOUTH MAIN ST.
M1-S7M

Our services
are many, so
give us a call.
RESUME'S
TYPED &
PRINTED

203 N. Main Bowling Cr*«i — 352-51*4
FREE DELIVERY
$1.70 minimum

Sin^
to

JEWELKT
CANDLES
SHIRTS
HANDBAG6
CHAINS
EAR RINGS
NECKLACES
JEWELRY BDKES

Kent humiliates
wrestlers 40-4
B> Torn Ka urn mill
Assistant Sports Editor
The
Bowling Green
wrestlers fell again to
another Mid-American
Conference (MAC) opponent
Saturday, getting stomped
by Kent State. 40-4.
Jay LUes at 118 was the
lone victor for BG, winning
at 13-1 decision over Chris
Macassack.

O) IDJ

meter freestyle) were the
only Bowling Green winners.

It was the second straight
Dave Koenig, Craig year that Ball State won the
Casten, Jeff France and Bill meet by winning the final
Heinemann won the 400 relay.
meter medley relay and Jim
KENT STATE, the threeGleason swam to a second
defending
Midplace in the 1,000 meter time
freestyle to give Bowling American Conference
(MAC 1 champion, won 9 of 12
Green an early 10-6 lead.
events and handed the
Caster (200 meter but- Falcons their first setback of
terflyl and Jeff Wolf (100 the season.

And Outstanding Pledge

ABORTION
$150.00

The Bowling Green women's gymnastics team raised
its record to 10-1 with an easy victory in Saturday's
three-team meet at Western Michigan.
The Falcons totalled 126.55 points in defeating Western
Michigan, who compiled 105.5 points for a second-place
finish.
Northwestern, who initiated a gymnastics
program this year rounded out the score with 45.3 points.
I,ori Brady was a triple-winner for the Falcons. The
freshman's marks of 8.5 in the vault, 8.75 in the uneven
bars, and 31.5 in the all-around competition paced the
victors.
The balance beam and floor exercise events were won
by Falcon Cheryl Vasil. Her mark of 8.45 in the balance
beam and 8.0 in the floor exercises helped give Bowling
Green its 10th win of the season.

Men sink over weekend

Proudly Announces Its New Actives
Becky Barries
Lisa Bidel
I.aurie Burard
Laura Burns
Debra Clark
Debbie Davis
Ann Stechschutte
Adele Fithian

Gymnasts'
win is a snap

One bright spot for
Bowling Green was Reagan
Minser, who established two
varisty diving records.
Minser won the one-meter
diving with a record 274.2
points but placed second in
the three-meter diving
despite his record performance of 271.5 points.
Sophomore Jeff France
won the 50 meter freestyle.
Bowling Green will be
back in action at Miami
Friday at 7 p.m. and travel
to Toledo Saturday for a 2
p.m. meet.

After that, it was all Kent.
The Flashes picked up four
pins enroute to their 11th
straight home dual victory.
There were some close
one, even though the score
may not indicate it.
PAT FARRELL at 134
pounds lost, 10-7. Coach Pete
Riesen called that match
"the best Farrell has
wrestled this year. He would
have won easily, but he
slipped when cradeling too
fast."
Tom Mitchell lost to Kent
standout Milan Yakovich, 109, while Jim Warmington
and Matt White lost, 6-3 and
8-7, respectively.
"Those close matches
were close as the time, but
that's about it," Riesen said.
"Even if we would have won
those, it wouldn't have made
much difference in the
outcome."
In some instances, it was
just a story of mismatches.
"Any time you have your
number three 118-pounder
wrestling at 126 las Jerry
little did), you're hurting,"
Riesen said.
little was
pinned in6:45.
RON MICHAEL, the other
star of the Flashes team,
pinned Mark Mayer in 6:35.
Dave Ibarra fell victim to
the whistle at 1:18, while
heavyweight Dan Stokes
took the call in :37.
"Kent is a very good
team," Riesen said, "but we
have and will face better. No
doubt Toledo is a much
stronger team than Kent, as
are a couple of other teams
coming up on the schedule."
Those teams include Ohio
University, a 34-4 victor
Saturday over Cincinnati,
Eastern Michigan and Ohio
State.

BG women
cagers lose
By BohRrnnt'V

AMhtaatSpoili Editor

SanKs
LOCATED ON THE
CORNER OF STATE
tE-WOOSTER. 353 5731
FEATURES THE MOST
UP TO DATE WINE
SELECTION INTHEWEA.

•••••••••••••••••••••it***********

YOU won't forget
the blizzard of 78,
but to show them what it
was like...be sure to reserve
a 1978 KEY. Quantities are limited
so be sure to
{ order your
{ yearbook today.
{Call
J 372-0086.

^••••••••••••••••••••••••••******

The
Bowling
Green
womens' basketball team
dropped to 3-5 for the season
with a 6G-58 loss to
Youngstown State last night.
Field goal shooting, which
has
been
a
Falcon
strongpoint, was virtualh
non-existent. Connecting on
|uat 22 of 73 for 30 percent,
the I-idybirds were well
below their 43 percent season
norm.
It seems as though we
didn't play as a team," said
BG coach Nora Iiu. "We
were rushing our shots, and
ml working for the best shot.
' YOUNGSTOWN IS a
rough learn, and we didn't
get inside and rebound . We
looked a little sloppy tonight
and we didn't box out."
But what really hurt the
Falcons were Penguin guard
Vicki lawrence who canned
2!l points, and Wanda Grant
who grabbed 19 rebounds.
The Falcons were led in
both scoring and rebounding
by Bobbi little. I ittle was (718). for 15 points to go along
with 12 rebounds.
CHARISSA URBANO
seconded her in scoring with
14. while Laura Maczko
added 10.
"I thought Bobbi and
t'harissa played a good
game,"
Liu
praised.
"Hopefully we are making
all of our mistakes now
before the state tournament."
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Women tankers win invitational; remain unbeaten
By Dan Firestone
Staff Reporter
A convincing 86-36 victory over Ohio State Friday and the
Ball State Invitational championship Saturday highlighted
last weekend's action for the undefeated Bowling Green
women's swimming team.
The women tankers had little trouble against Ohio State as
the Falcons won 11 of 13 events
l'arkie Thompson, Donna Kosenbauer, Leslie Hueman and
l«c Wallington started the romp by winning the 200 meter

medley relay.
Bowling (Ireen took first and second places in the next
three events with Freshman Cathy Bujorian winning the 500

meter freestyle, Holly Oberlin taking the 100 meter freestyle
and Thompson winning the 50 meter backstroke.
THE FALCONS, now 4-fl in duel meets, led 31-3 at one point.
Colleen Keith was the first Buckeye victory, before the
Falcons Karen Gaunt won the 100 meter butterfly.
Olympic gold medalist Jennifer Chandler won the diving
narrowly, defeating teammate Carrie Irish, an AAU
champion 233.05-230. Irish led the competition before the last
dive.
But after the diving, it was all Bowling Green, as Bujorian
won the 50 meter freestyle in :25.3.
Nancy Hinders, Ijnda Zadel, Terri Hayward and Jami
Segrist each won one of the next four events as the Falcons
moved to a 74-30 lead. Zadel swam a school record 2:16 in the

200 meter individual medley.
"ALL OF OUR girls swam strong." coach Tom Stubbs
said, "and we won the events we expected to."
The team finished first in the Ball State Invitational
scoring 504 points to second place Purdue's 455 and setting
three team records and five Ball State pool marks.
Ball State was third (325) followed by Valpariso University
(154) and Indiana State (82).
It was Bowling Green's third invitational championship
this season after winning the Bowling Green and Miami
I n MI at ninals earlier this year.
Zadel added anoher school record to her accomplishments,
as the freshman swam a 4:49.3 in winning the 400 individual
medley.

Cagers

on the

move ...
By Steve Sadler
Assistant Sports Editor
If you gave up on trie
Bowling Green basketball
team about a month ago, you
were probably not alone.
But, suddenly, the Falcons
have pulled themselves up
off the floor and out of the
cellar of the Mid-American
Conference, and, believe it
or not, are in the thick of the
race.
Coupled with losses to
league-leaders Miami and
Toledo, and the Falcons 69-67
victory over Ball State
Saturday night, the locals
find themselves only one
game out in the loss column.
Newsphoto Dy oave R yan
With junior guard Duane
ANDY CKOWTIIF.K is foiled by Western Michigan goalie Frank Serratorc Friday night, but the Falcons
Gray hitting eight of 10 floor
won ihrir I Ith straight game at the Ice Arena anyway.
shots, and the rest of the
Falcons shooting almost as
well, BG held a 39-27 halftime lead, and wasted no
time in building on it early in
the second half.
Then, Dwayne Irving, the
same Dwayne Irving who
came off the bench and
didn't score a point for the
Cardinals in the first half,
shredded Bowling Green's
zone defense with seven 20already down, 4-0. It wasn't the first goal that got us going."
By Terry Goodman
footers that closed a 46-31
Friday, John Mavity and Byron Shutt got BG going.
Sports Editor
deficit to a 51-51 tie in just
The former connected on a slap shot from the point for a
five minutes.
power-play goal just 56 seconds into the game, putting BG
KAI.AM AZOO. Mich.-The king is not dead.
While Gray was effective
ahead. 1-0. The goals also made Mavity BG's all-time goal
Howling Green, the current ruler of the Central Collegiate
for the Falcons, freshman
scorer for defensemen.
Hockey Association i CCHA i, was gasping for fresh air after
Mike Drews of the Cardinals
two periods here Saturday night, but nearly rallied from a
Shutt, meanwhile, hit a sharp drive that Dave Easton
was equally impressive,
tour-goal deficit to upend Western Michigan at I,awson rebounded for BG's second goal, and then tussled with
finding nothing but net on
Western's Bernie Sanders in the second period. Shutt and
Arena.
five consecutive 15-footers
The Falcons fell one goal short, losing 4-3, which completed Satinders sat out for six minutes, with BG ahead. 3-1.
that kept the visitors close.
When they came back on the ice, John Markell had scored
a split of a two-game, home-and-home set. BG easily won its
But while Drews cooled
twice and Western scored once to leave the Falcons with a 5-2
I4lh straight game at the Ice Arena Friday night by busting
off, Irving more than picked
edge. Late in the period. Shutt jarred a Bronco into the
the Broncos. 7-2. before 2.065 fans.
up the slack with his perboards near the Western blue line, and Easton scored his
Friday, everything went right for BG at home. But
formance.
second goa 1 of the night shortly afterwards.
Saturda) . nothing went right for two periods on foreign ice.
Bowling Green head coach
During the first 20 minutes, the Falcons were credited with
John Weinert's obsession
••FIRST. THEY I Western I tried to run us around," Shut
onl> one shot on goal. The Broncos had only seven, but three
with the zone defense nearly
said, "and then they tried to come at us real hard and inleaked past goaltcndcr Wullyfharko.
cost the Falcons the ball
timidate us.
"But we don't get intimidated by anybody."
•THAT PERIOD WAS about as bad as the first period at
game, but a shift to a man-toman slowed Irving down
The Falcons, now 9-3 in the CCHA and 19-7 overall, still lead
St. Ixiuis and the second period at Northern Michigan." BG
coach Kon Mason said "We played very poorly in the first
temporarily.
the league by 179 percentage points over St. I»uis (8-6). It
Both teams squandered
appears that the CCHA will go with league-record perperiod. We were just stumbling around."
Things went better for BG. however, in the middle stanza.
numerous free throw atcentages to determine its four playoff positions because of
Brian Stankiewicz, the leading goalie in the CCHA with a 2.30
tempts in the final minutes of
the inability to reschedule last weekend's Bowling Greengoals against average, took over for Charko and yielded only
the game, but the Falcons
Lake Superior postponement.
regrouped enough to pull the
If the playoffs were to be held today, the Falcons would
one more Bronco goal. But the Falcons fell behind 4-0 despite
many good scoring opportunities.
game out.
host fourth-place Northern Michigan 16-7-1), while St. I-ouis
We had enough chances to beat Montreal," Mason said.
Mitch Kopystynsky, who
would entertain third-place Ohio State (7-71. Winners would
didn't play well in the first
lie determined by the most goals scored in a two-game series.
We couldn't buy a goal."
half, made two key field
The Falcons travel to Columbus this weekend to meet the
On the verge of being shutout for the second time this year,
goals, including a nice tip of
Buckeyes in a two-game set.
BG fmalh awakened midway through the third period. Tom
his own missed shot.
Newton broke the ice at 10:26 by shoveling the puck past
• • •
Westerner netminder Frank Scrratore. Teammates Ken
ROSIE BARNES, who had
Morrow and Steve Murphy chipped in with goals at 13:25 and
Friday Niqhl
missed eight straight shots
18:117 respectively to slice the Bronco lead to 4-3, but the
Bowling Green ■ 2 4 I •• 7
from the field, broke the ice
Falcons couldn't knot the score. Stankiewicz was pulled for a
Western Mich, -lit-]
with just 2:10 remaining in
sixth attacker with 49 seconds remaining, but the rally fell
the game that put the
short.
Scoring: First Period I. BG,Mavity (T Newton. Shutt) 56. 1
WM, Saunders (Acton. Dietj) 136, j BG, Easton (Shutt, T
Falcons up by four at 66^2.
• We lost, but the big thing was that we didn't die." Mason
Nnwton) 5 12. Second Period 3. BG, Thomas (Titanic, Cotter)
Bowling Green never
said proudly. We just ran out of time. We could have given
l:4J; 4. BG. Marked (unassisted) 6 32, 5. BG, Markell (Morrow,
trailed from then on, and
up six or seven goals and let him I Stankiewicz I die, but we
Sikorski) 7.01. 2. WM. Mitchell (Stothers) 9 26, 6 BG, Eas'on
Mike Drews missed a 15
didn't."
(Shuit, T. Newton) 16 09
Third Period 7
BG, Harlman
STANKIEWH ZS FINE play sparked the comeback acfooter at the buzzer to secure
(Murphy. Dawe) 7 41. A 2,065.
cording to Mason.
BG's third straight MAC
Saturday Night
"He was the difference." the coach said. "Stanky made
victory.
two or three super stops to start the third period then we were
BowhMq Green .003.-3
With Kent State's Burell
Western Mich. 3 10-4
McGhee hitting two foul
shots with no time left on the
S'onng: Firslperiod I WM. Smith (Dunlop. Saunders) : 54; 2.
clock to beat Miami, 56-55,
WM, Saunders I Dunlop) 6 21.3 WM, Brown (Acton, Cappucciol
1/ 13. Second Period 4. WM, Mitchell (Acton, Smith). Third
and Ohio's upset victory over
Period 1
BG, T Newton (Mavity, Hartman) 10 26, 2. BG.
Toledo 72-71, the Falcons are
Morrow (Harlman) 13 25 3. BG, Murphy (Harlman) 18:07.
in fourth place.

Streak at home reaches 14

HUEMAN TIED a school record and set a pool record of
:54.7 in the 100 meter freestyle, and Hayward won the 200
meter brcaststroke with a school record 2:37.5.
Segrist won the 100 and 200 meter butterfly setting a pool
record in the 100.
Hueman, Bujorian. Oberlin and Wallington established a
pool record in winning the 400 meter freestyle relay.
"It was another strong team perfomance," Stubbs said of
his unbeaten team.
The chances look bright for the Falcons to finish undefeated with the only remaining duel meet at Eastern
Michigan Feb. 17, before the team competes in the state meet
at Cincnnati Feb. 24-25-26.
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I Rosie sparks win
By Boh Renney
Assistant Sports Editor
Only a month has gone by since the Falcon
basketball team made that long bus ride
home from Oxford.
An 85-66 thrashing at the hands of Miami
had dropped BG's legers to a dismal 0-2 in the
Mid-American Conference and 2-9 overall.
Oh, what a difference a month can make.
Now it is I he league leading Redskins who will
make the trip tomorrow night, this time
finding the Falcons (5-3 and 7-m, just one
game hack after a 68-66 win over Ohio
University at Anderson Arena last night.
Tin a very happy coach," BG mentor John
Wcinert said. "Two weeks ago we were in
last place and now we're tied for third and
have chance to play for a share of first place.
We have showed a lot of character."
THE OPPORTUNITY sure didn't come
easy for BO. After a 32-30 halftime lead, the
Falcons fell behind early in the second half,
36-34, on three Tim Joyce jumpers.
H(J quickly roared ahead and led by as
many as 10 points, before the Bobcats cut it to
just a pair with W seconds remaining.
Duane Gray was fouled with 10 seconds to
go, but missed the first of a one and one. Ohio
rebounded, called timeout and had two shots

to tfe the game, but they both bounced off the
rim, and the Falcons had won their fourth
straight game.
Rosie Barnes provided the spark for BG,
collecting 19 points, many of them clutch, to
go along with a fine floor game. Ron Hammye also scored lit and picked off 10
rebounds, while George Marshall played
steadily, notching 11 points and 12 rebounds.
"I FELT GOOD," said Barnes with a
drawn-out emphasis on good. "I kept a cool
head and concentrated on being a total team
player."
Weinert was equally as pleased with his
guard, who after spending the first part of the
season on the bench, has blended into the
team concept of play.
"Rosie played a great game for us again."
Weinert said. "You know if 1 had a penny for
every word I said to him this season, I would
be the highest paid coach in the nation."
Joyce led the Bobcats (3-5 and 10-8) with 24
points, while Steve Skaggs pitched in 18.
"The fans we have are great." Weinert said
of the slim turnout of 1,815. "We just need
more of them. If we get the crowd the kids
deserve, 1 don't think Miami will leave here
all alone in first place."

leers nearly
sweep Western

(f

"CLOSING THE GAPS"

We're not
just another

A lecture by Mr. GeithA. Plimmer,
Christian Scientist
THURSDAYNIGHT,7:00
OHIO SUITE, UNION
You can close the gaps in your life.

a.m. station.

Free & open to all
^

Newsphoto by Gerry Nemeth
ROSIE BARNES scored a career-high 19 points last night to pace the BG
eager* over Ohio University in a thriller. 68-66.

ALPHA DELTA PI
proudly announces
their new pledges

'/.OuMtJrtthefMiit!

Stick Pins...$3.99and up
Necklaces...$4.99 and up
Earrings $2.95 and up

Lynda Cook
Becky Johnston
Robbie Holmes
Julia Wagner
ALPHIE welcomes you!

W

*t»t»ta

Special on
Heart-Shaped
Items!

— Initials can also be pot on

]eu?elry
oox
>lrq bo;
325 E. Wooster in Wooster Bazaar
>o

